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Winner of the 2003 Newbery Medal, Avi's action-packed adventure, Crispin, transports us back to

14th-century England, where a boy stands accused of murder.
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This book is amazing and lives up to more than the summary lives it up to be. You do have to wait

till about 80% through the book till it gets super exciting . It's worth the wait for sure though.

I think Crispin and The Cross of Lead is an awesome book ,Crispin is a well formed character in a

great plot. Bear is also a great supportive character towards Crispin and his journey to discover

where he really belongs in the world. I think Avi did a wonderful job on research for the time period.

Anyone who loves adventure and action but still wants to feel your heart get all warm and fuzzy at

the end, I recommend Crispin And The Cross Of Lead.

Crispin is a well written book that begins easy and fills the young mind with the thoughts and

feelings of a little boy who is yet to discover his true self. There's so much written about the



uneasiness that passes through little child wanting to know so much about himself and yet finding

himself at a total loss as to how he should acquire that important information - the key of his origins.

And as Crispin embarks on an adventure of his own running away from the village which wants his

head on the chopping block, he finds out that life can be different and meaningful with people who

care about you and he walks through his path discovering life and meeting people of all sorts

including Bear who very much opens his eye to the world around him. This was a recommended

read for my child who is moving to Grade 6 - while I love this book, I think it is better geared towards

the Grade 5 level since the English level is rather simplified but that's just my opinion. Nice read!

"I keep asking myself if I felt different, if I was different. The answer was always yes. I was no longer

nothing."What's so important about a name? Does it give you something? Does it lay out a path for

you to follow? Does it tell you who you are?Crispin doesn't know his name because his father died

years ago in the plague. "Asta's Son" is all anyone has ever called him. Doing their best to survive

in meager conditions, he and his mother live among the poorest of the poor in fourteenth-century

medieval England. Until his mother dies. Then, on a midnight trip to Father Quinel's quarters to

learn the truth about his father, Crispin interrupts John Aycliffe, the steward in those parts, meeting

secretly with a strange man in the forest.Next thing Crispin knows, Father Quinel has been

murdered and people are trying to kill him. He is labeled a Wolf's Head, which means anyone who

finds him can kill him without impunity. On the run from everything relating to his prior life, without a

name or a plan, he is stopped by an enormous man who calls himself Bear. In exchange for letting

him live, Crispin if forced to vow service to Bear as his Master now. Where this will take Crispin, he

doesn't know, but he isn't sure he wants to find out. People are still hunting for him, but why? And

how will he ever find a new life under these conditions?Avi's CRISPIN: THE CROSS OF LEAD tells

the heartmoving story of a young boy in search for his name, and not just any name, a name he can

live by. Set against the backdrop of medieval Christianity, Crispin's prayer is this: "Let me play the

music well. Let me be a credit to my master. And I beg Thee, let me have a soul, that I too may sing

and dance."Reviewed by Jonathan Stephens

My son was doing an independent project on the Middle Ages and we found this book, which was

perfect in setting the stage, giving him the feeling of the time. More importantly, the story is riveting

and beautifully written. The social history is interwoven, never feels like exposition. My son, who

usually refuses to to read fiction. Ha! Caught him with this! And we are on to the next book in the

series!



Excellent!

I give this book a rating of 4 or of 5 stars.I really enjoyed this book, but I felt that the beginning was a

little slow for me and I found it quite boring some. But once I got further on into the book, I couldn't

put the kindle down! It bothered me how much Crispin escaped places when he was told to stay,

which added a lot more excitement to the book. I would recommend this book to anyone! I feel that

both kids and adults would enjoy this book.

My son needed this for a class project. It is a wonderful story (with two other sequels) This is great

for any sixth to eighth grader that loves to read and want to read a great adventure/slice of life story.
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